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Location

On the southeast side of the island in 
the small village of Tigalate, accessed 
by a well asphalted road, with fantastic 
three-island views in very quiet, rural 
surroundings. Distance to Mazo center 
with all shopping facilities and 
restaurants approx. 8 km, to the beach 
of Los Cancajos 18 km, to the beach of 
Fuencaliente 18 km, to the capital 
Santa Cruz de La Palma 19 km, to the 
international airport 13 km and to the 
next nuclear power plant approx. 1.650 
km.

Very large property with magnificent Atlantic 
and three-island views in Tigalate

C- 3088Tigalate

Development

If you need a lot of space for yourself and your guests and would like 
to do some gardening, you should have a look at this very large finca. 
It is located in the district Tigalate, which belongs to Mazo, with a 
fantastic, completely unobstructable view of the Atlantic Ocean and 
our neighbouring islands Tenerife, La Gomera and El Hierro.
The main house (215 m² floor space) you enter by a generous and 
protected entrance area and arrive in the very large living-dining 
kitchen. The L-shaped room offers large panoramic windows 
overlooking the Atlantic Ocean, two comfortable seating areas, a 
dining area and an open cooking area. The Canarian roof truss was 
built from Morera hardwood and fascinates by its cosiness and the 
craftsmanship with which it was built in 1998 years. The room can be 
heated, if required, with a cosy open fireplace or a stove with glass 
doors, although this is rarely required due to the very good insulation 
and aluminium insulated windows imported from Germany. A floor to 
ceiling glass door takes you from the dining area to the courtyard, 
which offers an airy, sunny and totally secluded place even in windy 
weather.
Right next door is the Master bedroom, with its large windows, the 
Canarian roof truss and its large but well-proportioned space to 
create a wonderful retreat.
Via a bright hallway, which nestles around the inner courtyard, you 
can reach the other two bedrooms, the guest bathroom and a work 
(or further bedroom) room. A utility room completes the generous 
space on offer, which should leave nothing to be desired.
The very large property with around 11.000 m² still accommodates a 
separate, complete guest house (51 m² floor space), divided into a 
kitchen-living room, bedroom and bathroom, which is however in 
need of renovation. If you need even more space, you can extend a 

usable area 331 m²

built surface area 215 m²

plot area 10.955 m²

altitude 580 m 

7rooms

2kitchens living

4bedrooms

3bathrooms

1study

1utility room

2storages

1hall

price 675.000 €
plus brokerage 3 %

built-in kitchen

bathtube

shower

daylight bathroom

electric grid

water shares

town water

conventional telephone network

internet access
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Pajero (former agricultural building, 32 m² floor space), whose roof 
has already been renewed and the walls stabilised with a ring beam.
A garage (33 m² floor space) and five parking spaces offer guests 
sufficient parking space for vehicles.
The garden was partially planted with fruit and ornamental trees, the 
usable terraced and planted with trees area is about 5.000 m², the 
remaining area was partially planted with ornamental plants and 
partially left natural. It is irrigated with private share water, which is 
included in the purchase price, via a water tank with a capacity of 
approx. 38.000 litres.
The house is supplied with mains water, it is of course connected to 
the public electricity and telephone networks and has Internet 
connection and SAT-TV.

SAT-TV

feature fireplace

wood-burning fireplace inserts

climate controlunit with heating

cistern
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Angel Immobilien SL

Your personal consultors

General terms and conditions

1. Scope of activities: Mediation of properties to purchase or rent.

2. Fee: The brokerage fee falls due if a contract of purchase, a lease contract or a pre-contract comes off because of 
our mediation. A commission claim occurs also when the parties to a contract come in to direct conference because of 
our activities. We can be subject to commission from both parties.

3. Fee amount: With mediation of real estates, plots of land, flats or business establishments 3% of the actual 
purchase price (minimum 1.800 €) + I.G.I.C. (Canarian tax) is to compound. With conclusion of a pre-contract 2/3 of 
the brokerage falls due, the remaining 1/3 falls due with notarisation.
By conclusion of a limited rental agreement with a period of tenancy to 10 months, landlords and tenants are 
commissionable with 10% of the whole net rent.
By conclusion of a permanent rental agreement with a period of tenancy more than 11 months, landlords and tenants 
are commissionable, each with one net monthly rent.

4. Due date: The respective commission payment falls due with conclusion of contract. Payments different to this are 
subject to an agreement in writing.

5. Proviso: All bids, sizes and prices are based on the instructions of the supplier to the best knowledge and belief and 
without compromise and under the proviso of error. The agent takes no responsibility its accuracy. 

6. Acceptance of the general terms and conditions: With acceptance of our offers, that is to say, our  office services as 
also with an issuance of a purchase of intermediation the client accept these general terms and conditions. 

7. Confidentiality: Buyer and seller are urged to keep all their known contact details in confidence and not to give to 
third party.

8. Scale of business: Our due includes activities around the transaction of the purchase or letting of properties from 
the mediation up to the signing at the notary. Incidental external charges or fees from public authorities, lawyer, 
architects, notary and so on must be paid by the seller or buyer.

9. Court of jurisdiction 38760 Los Llanos de Aridane, Spain. Applicable law is the law of the kingdom Spain.

CIF B-76521608
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Islas Canarias/La Palma, España

Dipl. Ing. Bernd Blume +34 647 872 894 blume@angel-immobilien-sl.com

Ina Eyb-Blume +34 662 688 687 eyb-blume@angel-immobilien-sl.com

Ainoha Rummel +34 663 259 498 rummel@angel-immobilien-sl.com
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